
FIGURE/GROUND 
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Some people live by what they see with their eyes -light, darkness, color, 
form. Painters are compelled to express this continuous act of seeing and looking 
through the application of a liquid or viscous matter on a two-dimensional sur
face. Despite a barrage of criticism of painting and of representation, even paint
ers who are cognizant or complicit with this critique continue their preoccupation. 
I am one of these retinal individuals. 

Criticism of the practice of painting emerging from a curious blend of mod
ernist idealism and Marxism may be found in October or Art After Modernism: 
Rethinking RepresentatioTL While I am reluctant to give this loosely generalized 
school of criticism a name, "aesthetic terrorism" might describe its adherents's 
"fundamental commitment to the 'primacy' of 'objectivity'" and their use of "ex
clusion as one of their principal creative means. ,,1 In this discourse on art, paint
ing has been described as peripheral, vestigial, an "atavistic production mode," 
and a "dysfunctional plastic category. ,,2 

According to this discourse, the linear progression of art history brought 
painting in the twentieth century to certain "logical" end points, namely abstrac
tion and monochrome, after which representation is always a regression; painting 
is inadequate to the representation of contemporary reality; new technologies 
emerging out of late capitalism may be more suited to deal with its ideology; pain
terliness for its own sake, for the sake of visual pleasure, is narcissistic and self
indulgent. 

Meanwhile painting continues. 
If painting needs defending, from these criticisms and from the paintings 

which may present justifiable targets for such a critique, what method is most ef
fective for a painter to pursue? 

I will momentarily defer from resorting to the transcendent, utopian, heroic 
statement of belief commonly proferred by painters as the ultimate defense of 
painting. For to argue the validity of painting on the ground of belief is a your
word-against-mine proposition, that is "your word" against "my work." On the 
ground of words, painting stands to be handicapped, often because a certain criti
cal approach may have already devalorized an entire vocabulary. So another stra
tegy is for the painter to examine the critic's words - or perhaps, for the Imagi
nary to r~audit the Symbolic Order. 

Since painting can be most basically defined as the application of pig
mented matter - which minimally can be understood as Figure - on a surface 
which is Ground, this r~audition takes the form of an examination of the figure/ 
ground binarism and an analysis of the language used to critique, indeed to con-
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demn painting. However I am not merely considering figure/ground as the deploy
ment of positive and negative space or the phenomenon of "push pull." It seems 
that the formalist concentration on this limited understanding of figure/ground 
has drained painting of its vitality, and has particularly affected the teaching of 
painting in this country. Hearing countless students mumble about "trying to 
push the space around," one wants to give up painting on the spot. 

The history of avant-garde painting has been oriented towards a demystifi
cation of Figure (narratives of religion and history, finally representation of any 
kind) and an emphasis and an amplification of Ground: the flatness of the picture 
plane, the gallery space as a ground, finally the gallery space as Figure, a subject 
in itself. The history of modern painting - with the possible exception of Sur
realism and its progeny - is the privileging of Ground. 

In his examination of the windowless white-walled gallery space, Inside the 
White Cube, Brian O'Doherty develops the aesthetics and ethics of the "myth of 
flatness. ,,3 In the twentieth century both the picture plane and the gallery space 
have been "vacuumed,,4 of ornament and incident until the wall and the entire 
square footage of the gallery space has become the ground for art works which as 
entities or events functioned as figure. "This invention of context initiated a series 
of gestures that 'develop' the idea of a gallery space as a single unit, suitable for 
manipulation as an aesthetic counter. From this moment on, there is a seepage of 
energy from art to its surroundings. ,,5 

As ground/context are privileged, O'Doherty points to a change in the iden
tity of the preferred audience: from the "Spectator" to the "Eye." "The Eye is the 
only inhabitant of the sanitized installation shot. The Spectator is not present. ,,6 

The gallery wants to be alone. 
O'Doherty points to the "hostility to the audience,,7 which marks moder

nism and avant-garde movements, and suggests the ultimate dissolution of the 
artIaudience relationship: "Perhaps a perfect avant-garde act would be to invite 
an audience and shoot it. ,,8 

This (presumably) tongue in cheek proposal is metaphorically realized in a re

cent work which functions as a state-of-th~art indice on the status of figure/ground, 
gallery context, and the inconveniently present Spectator. Wallace and 
Donahue's Buddy, Can You Spare a Dime? (Shooting the Public) [1989], exhibited 
in the 1989 Whitney Biennial, is a big blue painting with a vertical row of very 
bright lights facing out to blind and disorient the viewer. As an element inserted 
into the picture plane, this Figure forces the viewer's eyes away from it and from 
Ground. The audience has become the figure/subject of the painting, because the 
piece contains a surveillance camera focused on the public still foolish enough to 
expect to have a private individual experience of vision. The Spectator and the 
Eye's desire to look, to see is now scopophilia, 9 which here is critically trans
formed into Ideology: the viewer is a voyeur and the art work is Big Brother. 

The privileging of ground is consistent with the utopian ideal often expressed 
by modernist pioneers that painting, liberated from representation and reduced to 
its formal elements, will transcend its end and evaporate into architecture. 

Some contemporary critics are astounded that painters have balked at this 
conclusion. For example, Benjamin Buchloh, · in his signal essay "Figures of 
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Authority, Ciphers of Regression, ,,10 links returns to easel painting and to figura
tion with authoritarian ideologies, both in post-1915 works by Picasso, Derain, 
Carra and other cubists and futurists, and in recent painting movements such as 
German and Italian Neo-Expressionism. The early twentieth-century vanguard 
painters, and, by implication, all painters who subsequently replicate their histori
cist error, are indicted for their " incapacity or stubborn refusal to face the episto
mological consequences of their own [earlier] work. "ll The consequence, in this 
discourse, is spelled out in the title of the essay following Buchloh's in the Spring 
1981 issue of October: "The End of Painting" by Douglas Crimp. 

Buchloh's views of painting emerge from post-war German art; however, 
while the self-conscious flirtation with fascism in Anselm Kiefer's traditionally 
"heroic" paintings may indeed represent formal and political regression relative 
to, for example, the oeuvre of Joseph Beuys, Buchloh's frustration is engendered 
even by traces of mystifying notions about painting in, if not the works, at least 
the words of artists whose practice is said to (properly) confront the "despair of 
painting. ,,12 Excerpts from an interview between Buchloh and the German 
painter Gerhard Richter serve to recapitulate, in the mode of a Pinter play, what 
the critic of painting wishes and what the contradictory artist prefers. 
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Benjamin Buchloh . .. And that is really one of the great dilemmas of the 
twentieth century, this seeming conflict, or antagonism, between painting's 
representational function and its self-reflex ion. These two positions are 
brought very close together indeed in your work. But aren't they brought 
together in order to show the inadequacy and bankruptcy of both? 
Gerhard Richter: Bankruptcy, no; inadequacy, always. 

* * * 
B: The claim for pictorial meaning still exists. Then even your Abstact 
Paintings should convey a content? 
R: Yes. 
B: They're not the negation of content, not simply the facticity of painting, 
not an ironic paraphrase of contemporary expressionism? 
R: No. 
B: Not a perversion of gestural abstraction? Not ironic? 
R: Never! What sorts of things are you asking? 

* * * 
R: When I think about contemporary political painting, I prefer Barnett 
Newman. At least he did some magnificent paintings. 
B: So it's said. Magnificent in what respect? 
R: I can't describe it now, what moved me there. I believe that his paintings 
are among the most important. 
B: Perhaps that too is a mythology which would have to be investigated 
anew. Precisely because it's so hard to describe, and because belief is inade
quate in the confrontation with contemporary paintings. 
R: Belief is inescapable; it's part of us. 

* * * 
R: They [Richter's paintings] have a normal seriousness. I can't put a name 
on it. I've always seen it as something musical. There's a lot in the construc
tion, in the structure, that reminds me of music. It seems so self-€vident to 
me, but I couldn't possibly explain it. 

B: That's one of the oldest cliches around. People always have resorted to 
music in order to save the foundations of abstract painting. 

* * * 
B: .. . Why is your only recourse that to the metaphor of nature, like a 
Romantic? 
R: No, like a painter. The reason I don't argue in "socio-political terms" is 
that I want to produce a picture and not an ideology. It's always its factici
ty, and not its ideology that makes a picture good.13 

It seems possible that it is precisely its "facticity," its actuality, that is dis
turbing to those for whom painting is "dysfunctional" and "atavistic." "Aes
thetic Terrorists" mock "the metaphysics of the human touch,,14 on which de
fenses of painting depend. Buchloh adds an infantile and animalistic dimension to 
painting by calling for the "abolition of the painter's patte,,15 (Fr: paw), not just 
his/her hand but his/her paw. The painter's patte is an "atavistic production 
mode" and atavism is used incorrectly as a synonym of "dysfunctional" to signify 
a "morbid symptom. ,,16 But something atavistic is a still vital trait resurging 
from our deep past. Rubbing two sticks together to make fire when a match is 
handy may be dysfunctional, but the need for, and the fear of fire are atavistic 
tropisms. Human mothers, like many mammals, still clean their children's faces 
with spit. They don't use their tongues, like lionesses, but they do the job roughly, 
with their "pattes," and the gesture has a function beyond the immediate and 
pragmatic: it marks a bond, it is a process of marking whose strength is precisely 
its atavistic nature. 

The desire for an art from which belief, emotion, spirit, psyche would be 
vacated, an art that woUld be pure, architectural, that would dispense with the 
wetness of figure - Marcel Duchamp calls for "a completely dry drawing, a dry 
conception of art,,1? - may find a source in a deeply rooted fear of liquidity, of 
viscousness, of goo. 

Whose goo is feared may emerge from a reading of Male Fantasies, Klaus 
Theweleit's analysis of members of the German Freikorps, mercenary soldiers 
who put down worker rebellions and fought border disputes in the years between 
the end of WWI and the advent of the Third Reich, precursors, and often future 
members, of the Nazis. The "soldier male" (according to Theweleit's term) has 
never fully developed a "secure sense of external boundaries,,,18 a pleasurable 
sense of the membrane of skin. He fears the "Red floods" - of the masses, blood, 
dirt, "morass," "slime," "pulp,,,19 woman - which he perceives as constantly 
threatening to dissolve his "external boundaries." He also fears the liquid forces 
insecurely caged within his own body interior and unconscious. The "soldier 
male" resolves these conflictual fears by the construction of a militarized, regi
mented body, by incorporation into a desexualized phallanx of men, and by the re
duction of all outer threats back to the red pulp he imagines everything living to 
be, by killing. "He escapes by mashing others to the pulp he himself threatens to 
become. ' ,20 

The "uncanny" nature of the revolutionary mass, which the Freikorps were 
waging war against, with "its capacit( for metamorphosis, multiformity, trans
formation from one state to another,,2 is akin to the slithery properties of paint. 
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This capacity for mysterious transformation, appearance, and disappearance 
"corresponds precisely not only to the men's anxiety images of the multiple forms 
and faces of the mass/Medusa they aim to subdue, but above all to their fears of 
uncontrollable, unexpected stirrings in their own 'interiors.",22 

Against the unregimented flow of paint, some critics posit the mechanistic 
one, of architecture, or of language. Buchloh questions the importance of New
man's painting "because it's so hard to describe. " If words fail, then the visually 
undescribable must be "investigated anew," or eliminated. Not surprisingly 
Buchloh favors the insertion of words into pictures, especially through collage, 
where the binding infrastructure mucilage, the glue, is dried, clear, and hidden 
behind the image. Fear of flow also condemns Richter's analogy of painting to 
music, which though invisible, is the quintessential flowing element through the 
ear which offers no protection between interior and exterior. 

A stated desire to "[purge] color of its last remnants of mythical transcen
dental meaning; by making painting completely anonymous through seriality and 
infinite repeatability, ,,23 and a preference for photography over painting indicates 
that the problem for some critics is not with color but with pigment. Pigment is 
matter which interferes with the ideal of color. Its excremental nature makes any 
individualized manipulation of it distressing, and so it must be bleached out, 
cleansed, expurgated, photosynthesized onto a laminated sheet of paper on which 
color has been dematerialized. 

Perhaps it is not surprising that many of the critics who would stop the 
amorphous flow of paint have most enthusiastically supported women artists who 
work in photography and video. Clearly, the ranks of post-feminists/post
modernists do include women who sometimes paint, Sherrie Levine, Wallace and 
Donahue, and Annette Lemieux to name but a few. But theirs is a strictly unsen
sual, de-personalized use of paint. Their material is always subsumed to media
tion. 

"We really don't directly experience anything anymore,,,24 says Lemieux. 
Lemieux's statements often reflect the literalism of the collage aesthetic (or ethic), 
so indicative of a generally held distrust of illusionism. "When one wants to talk 
about a hehnet, it seems ridiculous to paint a hehnet when one can acquire a hel
met and present it. It would communicate better. ,,25 The degree to which painting 
is a sophisticated process of conceptualization is crystallized by this simplistic al
ternative. 

Robert Pincus-Witten notes in a catalogue essay on Lemieux that "the 
sheer presence of oil upon canvas seemed too much like painting so Lemieux set
tled for the expedient of executing [both] works with her feet. ,,26 On the white 
ground of a long horizontal painting (pacing, 1988) Lemieux has padded back and 
forth with black paint-soaked bare feet. This instance of the painter's "patte" is 
acceptable because the painter's animal tracks are left on a vacated ground (the 
artist has walked away) for the sole purpose of averting the intentionality of 
painting (figure). 

It is taken as axiomatic by some of its critics and apparently by some 
painters as well that "painting's own recent history raises barriers to the accessi
bility of a language with which to represent historical or political fact. ,,27 This ax-
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iom puts two separate questions at issue. Is painting in fact incapable of repre
senting contemporary historical reality? Do historical and political narratives ex
ist other than the ones painting has traditionally represented, and that painting 
now represents to its detractors? 

The Neo-Expressionist movement, which spurred the particular critique of 
painting discussed here, may well have participated in a culture-wide conservati:e 
reaction. For example, the sexual at titudes displayed by David Salle were conSIS
tent with the backlash against feminist activism that has permeated the 80s. Ex
ecuted with an aesthetic of nostalgia and cynicism, these works did successfully 
represent some aspects of contemporary reality. Con:ersely, the. "problem." with 
an artist such as Salle, was not that he had soiled his post-studio credentials by 
selling out via painting, but that he used the format of painting to perpetuate a 
world view wholly acceptable to a reactionary establishment. Elaborating the 
same content in another medium would hardly improve its politics. It is necessary 
to separate painting from the rogue elephants whose practice is complicit with 

ideology. 
There can be no question that many paintings refute Buchloh's assertion 

that the return by painters to representation after cubism, futurism, and supre
matism constitutes "figures of authority, ciphers of regression. " The Mexican 
muralists Rivera, Orozco, and Siquieros combined communist activism and 
"mexicanismo" - non-European identity - in a populist form of painting. In 
Germany the works of Grosz, Beckman, and Dix held up an unflattering mirror to 
corruption and fascism. Currently, the flayed surfaces of Leon Golub's South 
African racists catch the art audience in a web of complicity and repulsion. Water
colors from Nancy Spero's War Series allow no distantiation between male body 
sexuality and militarist aggression and nihilism. One can look to the peculiar ac~i
vities taking place under Stalin's nose in the impeccably and absurdly academlc 
paintings by Komar and Melamid .. Ida Applebroog's paint~gs present sinis~r vi
sions of past and present violence to women, children, saruty, the earth, pamted 
from a waxy red and brown palette of toxic waste material and body fluids. Works 
by artists such as Colescott, Coe, Richter address specific historical incidents and 
art history. In all these political interventions, narrative is co-equal with fo~~ or 
art historical iconoclasm. To say that they "advance" the language of pamtmg 
would accept the militarist rhetoric of aesthetic progress; one can assert that the 
language of painting remains functional and mobile. 

The evolution of looking into painting may not be able to singlehandedly 
dismantle ideology. But looking and painting practiced by a politically engaged 
individual may filter into a politically active stream. This is not to deny that look
ing and painting by a fascist artist may reflect a fascist ideology. And if the refl~
tive model of painting is critiqued, how can it be argued that photo-collage techni
ques are anything but reflective of contemporary media culture? And, perha~s,.by 
virtue of its self-reflectiveness, of the individualism of its manufacture, pamtmg 
can occasionally provide an effective Other within ideology. The existence of pain
ting which does purvey ideology supports the counter-existence of painting which 

erodes it. 
There may be a gendered dimension to the critique of representation, the 
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fear of narrative, since, historically, what must be excluded from art discourse is 
tainted by femininity. Painting's presumed loss of access to a language of histori
cal and political representation must be considered in its connection to the equally 
axiomatic "prohibition that enjoins woman - at least in this history - from ever 
fancying, re-presenting, symbolizing etc. (and none of these words is adequate, as 
all are borrowed from a discourse which aids and abets that prohibition) her own 
relationship to beginning, ,,28 as Luce Irigaray writes. For "woman" one can insert 
"painter" as far as critical language is concerned. Further, woman's presumed 
lack of subjectivity, of access to self-representation, is the ground for the nar
rative of the One who "must resurface the earth with this floor of the ideal. ,,29 

That ground was gendered female was never in doubt. Painting in the high 
Italian Renaissance increasingly became a system for ordering and subduing 
Nature, laying a grid on Chaos (femininity), which in the twentieth century he
came a process of razing and asphalting. For if the ground began to move and "if 
the 'object' started to speak? Which also means beginning to 'see,' etc. What dis
aggregation of the subject would that entail?,,30 It might entail the death of the 
end-of-painting scenario which should have been played only once according to 
late modernist critics, and which is to be endlessly re-simulated by post
modernists. The narrative of the death of painting is meant to jam the signals of 
other narratives, that is to say the narrative of the Other. 

According to Walter Benjamin: "Death is the sanction of everything that 
the storyteller can tell. He has borrowed his authority from death.' ,31 If ground he
gins to move, if figure rushes back onto evacuated ground, the sanction of death 
will reassert its authority over the narrative of the death of painting. In this patri
cidal narrative the artist inevitably sets himself up as the next duck in the shoot
ing gallery: the narrative of traditional art history can only admit to a formalist 
attack on the pa(s)t(ernal). Further, an interdictory relationship to the past is con
structed, in which artists are denied functional interaction with art that is not 
part of the linear high Renaissance to modernism art historical progression. Ac
cording to "aesthetic terrorists" one cannot claim a contemporary relationship to 
artists such as Sano di Pietro, Hugo Vander Goes, or Chardin, only to prescribed 
artists such as Rodchenko, Duchamp, or Warhol. But, to European patriarchy's 
Others, patricide may be less of an option and a burden of guilt. The sons kill the 
fathers, and art history is a graveyard to which they expect and demand admit
tance. But may not the daughters (and for daughters read all Others in this sys
tem), so long denied, now freely roam the "cemetary" (museum), mining the ore of 
the past, forging different narratives (narratives of difference) on the anvil of 
painting? 

In a melancholic tone, Walter Benjamin, in his essay "The Storyteller," dis
cusses the "new beauty in what is vanishing," "the art of storytelling, ,,32 an art of 
intimacy, of companionship. He notes the role of "boredom" in the transmission 
of the story, originally heard as people wove and spun. "The more self-forgetful 
the listener is, the more deeply is what he listens to impressed upon his memory." 
"Boredom is the dreambird that hatches the egg of experience. ,,33 This entails a 
flow, of the storyteller's words to the self, and of self outward to the teller. We 
have seen that the fear of flow underlies the wish for painting's end. The need to 
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rid painting of all that is "human," the wish for a sanitized, unitary architecture is 
an attempt to close one's ears to a story or a musical theme - the "death the
matic,,34 which has been embedded in femininity, the Other's untold story. 

The story condemned and evaded is also the story of pleasure. Contem
porary critiques of painting wage war on pleasure. Buchloh, for example, uses the 
French word "peinture,,35 to refer with contempt to paint used mainly for sensual 
effect on artist or audience. Beyond sensuality, craft is suspect in this wording. 
Visual pleasure emerging out of the materiality of paint is viewed to be politically 
incorrect. As the prevailing school of Marxist-influenced art history focuses on 
social construction and ideological phenomenology in painting of the past, the in
dividual art historian's experience of sensual pleasure is at best a secret vice or an 
unfortunate relic of connoisseurship. And because access to the past is regulated 
by concerns of historicity and historicism, such criticism allows a contemporary 
painter only cold comfort in the existence of great "peinture" of the past. 

The contemporary emphasis on the ideological purposes of "scopophilia" 
neglects the subversive potential of visual pleasure. Visual pleasure does not rule 
out politically or psychologically charged narratives. The "Cabinet" paintings by 
Goya are small, intimate renderings of madness, witchcraft, and misery. In Court
yard With Lunatics (1793-95) an eerie light of white paint presses down on a dark 
courtyard. In a sense, this is a totally "abstract" painting in which enclosure is im
plicit in the composition. Light is as bleak as darkness. The figures of the impri
soned lunatics barely indicate scale. What is striking in this painting and Goya's 
other paintings on witchcraft is the motility of the brush, the gentleness of the paint 
stroltes as they co~truct brutal subjects. These little soft brush marks are seduc
tive, but the pleasure they give is the honey that traps the eye of the viewer, seduc
ed by "peinture" into looking at images of the most profound anxieties and evils. 

However, the emphasis on technique in recent confections of "beautiful" 
painting by Ross Bleckner, Mark Innerst, Joan Nelson, and their followers is 
curiously related to the belief, emerging out of the critique of painting, that pain
ting has become, or will be in the future, a craft. In this country in particular, craft 
has such negative connotations there is almost no way of interpreting this fate so 
that painting would retain intelligence and contemporaneity. And yet easel and 
panel painting came out of the guild economy of the Middle Ages. The great 
Sienese painters were craftsmen: Giovanni di Paolo is said to have kept a model 
book of other artists' compositions which he freely borrowed from; an early in
stance of appropriation, or a functional use of more advanced artists ' ideas and a 
respect for his elders. These craftsmen served their communities and respected 
their discipline. At its best, "craft" might not be such a dread fate. 

For a painter there is certainly tremendous pleasure in working out a 
thought in paint. It is a complete process in terms of brain function: an intellec
tual activity joining memory, verbal knowledge, and retinal information, is given 
visible existence through a physical act. But the value of painting cannot rest on 
any individual artist's private pleasure. Painting is a communicative process in 
which information flows through the eye from one brain, one consciousness, to 
another, as telemetric data speeds from satellite to computer, without slowing for 
verbal communication. Incidents of paint linger in the working mind of the 
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painter as continuous thrills, as possibilities, like words you may soon use in a 
sentence, and - in a manner which seems to exist outside of spoken language -
as beacons of hope to any human being for whom visuality is the site of questions 
and answers about existence. The black outline of a rock in a Marsden Hartley 
landscape, the scumbled white of a shawl in a portrait by Goya, the glaze of a 
donor's veil in the Portinari Altarpiece, the translucent eyelid of Leonardo's 
Ginevra di Benc~ the pulsing red underpainting of a slave's toe in a Delacroix, the 
shift from shiny to matte in a passage of indigo blue by Elizabeth Murray, are on
ly a few of a storehouse of details of painting which are of more than professional 
interest to me. 

In French "terrains vagues" describes undeveloped patches of ground abut
ting urban areas, gray, weedy lots at the edge of the architectural construct of city. 
"Terrains vagues," spaces of waves, the sea of liquidity, where the eye flows idly 
and unconstructed, uninstructed. These spaces are vague, not vacant (terrains 
vides). In such interstices painting lives, allowing entry at just these points of "im
perfection," of neglect between figure/ground. Between figure/ground, there is im
perfection, there is air, not the overdetermined structure of perspectival space, or 
the rigid dichotomy of positive and negative space, not the vacuumed vacant space 
of painting's end, but the "self-forgetful" "boredom" of the area that glimmers 
around paint, sometimes only microscopic interactions within a color, sometimes 
the full wonder of the dual life of paint mark and illusionism. Paintings are vagues 
terrains on which paint, filtered through the human eye, mind, and hand, flickers in 
and out of representation, as figure skims ground, transmitting thought. 
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